Recent researches demonstrate that selflocalization performance is a very useful measure of likelihoodof-change (LoC) for change detection. In this paper, this "detection-by-localization" scheme is studied in a novel generalized task of object-level change detection. In our framework, a given query image is segmented into object-level subimages (termed "scene parts"), which are then converted to subimagelevel pixel-wise LoC maps via the detection-by-localization scheme. Our approach models a self-localization system as a ranking function, outputting a ranked list of reference images, without requiring relevance score. Thanks to this new setting, we can generalize our approach to a broad class of selflocalization systems. We further propose an aggregation of different self-localization results from different queries so as to achieve higher precision. Our ranking based self-localization model allows to fuse self-localization results from different modalities via an unsupervised rank fusion derived from a field of multi-modal information retrieval (MMR). Our framework does not rely on the raw-score-merging hypothesis. Challenging experiments of cross-season change detection using the publicly available North Campus Long-Term (NCLT) dataset validates the efficacy of our proposed method.
I. INTRODUCTION
To maintain an environment map in dynamic environments, a robotic visual SLAM system must be capable of detecting changed objects on the map. To be effective, a map maintenance capability must fulfill two requirements: the robot must know where it is (i.e., map-relative robot self-localization), and it must differentiate between changed objects and nuisances (i.e., robot-centric change detection). Motivated by the recent maturity of self-localization techniques (e.g., visual place recognition [1] , loop-closure detection [2] , map-matching [3] ), we propose the reuse of selflocalization capability to address the latter requirement (i.e., change detection).
Recent studies demonstrated that self-localization performance is a very useful measure of the likelihood of change (LoC) for change detection [4] - [7] . The experiencebased mapping framework originally proposed in [4] is a good example. In that framework, an environment map was permanently augmented by multiple sub-maps (i.e., visual experiences) using data from differing environment conditions. If self-localization with such a map performs sufficiently well, it covers the encountered conditions and there is no need to update the map (i.e., low LoC). However, Our work has been supported in part by JSPS KAKENHI Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research (C) 26330297, and (C) 17K00361.
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We would like to express our sincere gratitude to Takuma Sugimoto, Rino Ide and Kousuke Yamaguchi for development of deep learning architecture, and initial investigation on change detection tasks on the dataset, which helped us to focus on our Detection-by-Localization project. Fig. 1 . In the detection-by-localization scheme, self-localization performance (i.e., rank value of the "ground-truth" reference image in the map database) is used as a measure of likelihood-of-change (LoC) for change detection. The new generalized problem of object-level change detection, addressed in this paper, takes object-level subimages (instead of a full image) as query input for the self-localization, and outputs a subimage-level pixelwise LoC map. In the figure, left panels show the input query subimages, and the bottom panels show the corresponding "ground-truth" reference images, which are interpreted to their rank values.
if self-localization performance is poor, the map does not cover the encountered conditions during the sortie (i.e., high LoC).
Such a new change detection scheme, referred to as "detection-by-localization" in the current study, has two main advantages: (1) No additional storage or detector engine (but only existing map database and localization engine) is required; (2) The degration of map quality (i.e., need of map update) in terms of self-localization performance can be directly detected.
This paper addresses a new detection-by-localization task that detects changes at subimage-or object-levels ( Fig. 1 ). Unlike previous methods that classify a given query image as "change" or "no-change", we not only classify a query image but also detect changed objects (in the form of bounding boxes) within the image frame. The relationship between image-and object-level change detection is analogous to the relationship between image [8] and object localization [9] in the computer vision literature. Object-level detection becomes an even more challenging task than image-level detection, as demonstrated in our previous work in [10] , owning to the requirements of object segmentation and low image resolution. Importantly, object-level change detection is common in robotics and has many important applications [11] - [17] , including patrol robot in partially changing environments [18] and object segmentation via change detection [19] . However, object-level change detection has not been explored in the context of detection-by-localization.
In our task, a ranked list of reference/background images retrieved from a map database by a self-localization system is viewed as the measure of self-localization performance. Formally, we consider a detection-by-localization scenario in which "ground-truth" viewpoint measurement is available [4] , and we measure self-localization performance by the rank value assigned to the "ground-truth" reference image. Our self-localization model is inspired by our previous work on unsupervised part-based scene model [20] , in which the popular bag-of-visual-features (BoVF) model [8] is extended in two ways. (1) Instead of point features (e.g., SIFT [21] ), discriminative subimage-level features (e.g., YOLO [22] ) referred to as "scene parts" are used to model a query/reference scene. (2) Reference subimages are retrieved using query subimages, and are aggregated into an image-level decision (i.e., ranked list). In this paper, we explain how such an image-level self-localization model can be adopted to the novel task of subimage-level change detection, by addressing how a ranked list can be interpreted as a subimage-level pixel-wise LoC map, and by exploring ways of aggregating subimage-level LoC maps into the final decision of a single image-level LoC map. We employ various test sets with different levels of difficulties [23] and performed extensive experiments on change detection. Our unsupervised ranking based approach is an advantage, because it does not require training examples on the image collection. This is very important, because we must deal with increasingly complex maps and images, and automatic collection of training data by the robot-self is not a trivial task.
II. RELATED WORK

A. Change Detection
Presently, most image change detection algorithms [24] - [30] focus on pairwise image comparison, to differentiate a given query-background-image-pair. It is straightforward to adopt such a method to object-level change detection by introducing an image segmentation preprocessing step [31] . This has recently achieved state-of-the-art performance with a weakly-supervised setting [32] . However, these image-toimage differencing methods are not directly applicable to long-term map learning systems [33] - [36] . First, they are too expensive to compute in real-time. Moreover, they require memorization and maintenance of many background images proportional to the map size. Some alternative popular approaches are those that classify a sole query image instead of a query-background-image-pair as a change or a no-change [37] - [47] , compared to an offline pretrained background model. Such an approach is an advantage, because it can employ compressed background models such as BoVFs [37] - [39] , 3D/landmark/grid maps [40] - [44] , and compact manifold learning [45] - [47] . However, its storage overhead is proportional to map size and increases in unbounded fashion. Moreover, updating this background model significantly complicates the map updating process. To suppress such computational time and space complexities by reusing existing resources of map database and localization engine is an objective of the current study.
B. Self-Localization
Self-localization is usually formulated as an image retrieval task, estimating a rank list of relevant reference (or database) images in descending order of similarity from the current query's view [48] - [51] . Image retrieval using BoVF scene modeling has been widely studied and is considered the de facto standard for loop-closure detection [2] . However, the BoVF approach suffers from appearance variations in places like seasonal changes and cyclic day-night illumination changes [52] . Classifiers/regressors using deep convolutional neural networks have achieved state-of-the-art performance in visual place recognition (VPR) [49] . However, its computation is too slow and has not been widely used for realtime applications such as loop-closure detection. Recently, autoencoder (AE) -based self-localization approaches have attracted much interest, because it realizes good trade-offs between efficiency and accuracy [50] . More importantly, it can be trained in an unsupervised manner without requiring labeled training examples from the target environment. For these properties, future widespread use of such AE-based self-localization systems are expected. Thus, the current study is based upon AE-based self-localization, whereas our detection-by-localization framework is sufficiently general and applicable to any off-the-shelf self-localization system.
C. Detection-by-Localization
Use of self-localization performance as an LoC measure [4]- [7] has attracted interest in the field of robotic longterm map learning [53] - [57] . In [4] , the original concept of multi-experience -based map maintenance was presented. The multi-session mapping proposed by [5] and the multiexperience localization proposed by [6] allowed the addition of multiple datasets of an environment, collected during differing appearance conditions, to a common map representation. Such approaches suffered from increased and ultimately unbounded storage, memory, and computational resource requirements. These limitations were addressed by some recent approaches, such as map summarization, map compression, and landmark selection. For example, the state-of-the-art method in [7] focused on how such a large amount of data accumulated over time could be processed or incorporated optimally, allowing precise persistent visual outdoor self-localization. However, existing frameworks focused on image-level detection, not applicable to subimagelevel or object-level detection addressed by our detection-bylocalization framework.
III. DETECTION-BY-LOCALIZATION FRAMEWORK
We consider a new detection-by-localization framework consisting of a self-localization system and a change detection system, in which self-localization performance (i.e., rank value of the "ground-truth" [7] reference image as explained in Section I) is used as an LoC measure for change detection. Both self-localization [58] and change detection [59] can be confused by differing fields-of-view (FoV), occlusions, and seasonal changes of object appearance or appearing of visible objects.
A. Scene Model
The scene model is assumed to be a BoVF scene model [8] . The vast majority of real-time visual SLAM systems (i.e., iBOW-LCD [2] ) employs BoVF models. Whereas other scene modeling schemes such as the deep ConvNet classifier have been studied in the self-localization literature, including our previous study [58] . The BoVF scheme is advantageous to computational speed, compactness, and discriminativity, and has been a de facto standard method for real-time selflocalization tasks, such as loop-closure detection [2] .
B. Self-Localization Model
The self-localization system is modeled as a ranking function. That is, it aims to output a ranked list of all reference subimages in descending order of similarity from a given query subimage. If necessary, each query subimage is resized to an appropriate size before being input to the self-localization system. This model is valid for most selflocalization systems, which are based on image retrieval formulations, as reviewed in Section II-B.
In some self-localization systems, not only are rank lists output by self-localization, but various types of relevance scores (e.g., TF-IDF [8] , probabilities [48] , maximal consistencies [3] , inlier count [2] ) might be also output. However, it is not straightforward to regularize and interpret such relevance scores to LoC values within a detection-by-localization framework. We reserve this issue for future work.
Image-level and subimage-level rank values are available as output of any self-localization system. The BoVF-based self-localization systems first evaluate subimage-level similarities between each query subimage and each reference subimage, and then aggregate their similarity values to obtain the image-level similarity scores or rank lists [8] . It is straightforward to output rank lists in the order of subimagelevel similarity for individual query subimages.
C. Change Detection Model
The change detection model follows the standard formulation of image change detection [24] . Given a query image, it aims to estimate a pixel-wise LoC map of the image, which is then converted to a pixel-wise binary change mask. Its performance is evaluated in terms of 101-point (i.e., 0.00, 0.01, · · · , 1.00) interpolated average precision (AP) [22] .
IV. OBJECT-LEVEL CHANGE DETECTION
This section provides detailed methods for object-level change detection via detection-by-localization (Fig. 2) .
A. Scene Modeling
The scene modeling consists of two distinct steps: (1) part segmentation and (2) part description.
The part segmentation step segments a given query or reference image to yield a pool of useful scene parts (in the form of bounding boxes) or subimages, so that the segmented subimages remain consistent between the reference and an unseen query images. This problem is referred to as "consistent part segmentation" in our previous study [20] . This problem is significantly ill-posed, owning to differing FoVs, occlusions, and seasonal changes of object appearance. Even state-of-the-art segmentation algorithms are far from perfect [60] - [62] , producing several false positive parts. We address this issue by hypothesizing a relatively large number of subimages and verifying them in the spirit of majority voting [63] , as we explain in Section IV-C.
The part description step converts each subimage to a discriminative feature vector. In recent years, deep neural networks (DNN) for feature descriptions (e.g., [64] ) have attained much success in many self-localization applications, and have outperformed traditional hand-crafted features, including SIFT [21] . From the perspective of real-time SLAM [65] - [68] , a major concern of such a DNN-based descriptor is computational overhead [69] . Recently, this concern has been partially overcome by the introduction of AE-based descriptors [50] , which we also employ in this study.
We use both unsupervised and supervised segmentation techniques, inspired by our previous work [10] . Unsupervised segmentation techniques (e.g., BING [70] ) provide categoryindependent object proposals, even for objects with unseen classes. We use a set of five [22] ) provide more precise object regions supported by rich semantic information for objects with known classes. Following our previous research in [10] , we use YOLO with threshold value of 0.05. It should be noted that whereas supervised techniques are trained on pre-defined object classes, it is often useful to propose unseen objects, having a visually similar appearance to pre-defined objects. Both supervised and unsupervised proposals are beneficial, because objects with both pre-defined and unseen classes can be changed objects.
B. Self-Localization
In [50] , a novel AE-based ConvNet for loop-closure detection was presented. It was designed to be an unsupervised, convolutional AE network architecture, tailored for loopclosure, and amenable for efficient, robust place recognition. Its performance was evaluated via extensive comparison studies of the deep loop-closure model against stateof-the-art methods on different datasets. Additionally, the histogram of oriented gradients (HoG) [71] was employed to compress images while preserving salient features and projective transformations (i.e., homography). In contrast, we are interested in the basic effectiveness of an AE-based self-localization, and we implement the convolutional AE in a rather simplified setting without using a HoG -based extension. Our AE consists of three convolutional layers and each convolutional kernel size is 3×3, employing maxpooling, batch-normalization and ReLU activation for each layer. Each input subimage is resized to 256×256, and mapped by the AE to a 16,388-dim feature vector.
C. Detection-by-Localization
Following our previous research in [20] , we modeled individual scene parts belonging to different modalities, and adopted rank fusion techniques, derived from the field of multi modal information retrieval (MMR) [72] . MMR techniques are originally designed to deal with increasingly complex document collections, corresponding to subimage or part collections in our application domain and queries, consisting of not only text modalities but also non-textual modalities such as visual words in image retrieval [73] , geotags [74] , user profile [75] , etc. More formally, they aim to fuse multiple retrieval results and queries from different modalities into a single ranked list to make a final decision. Unsupervised approaches requiring no training data are desirable, as explained in Section I. Such unsupervised MMR approaches are broadly classified into two categories: early fusion [76] and late fusion [77] . Early fusion aims to fuse multiple queries from multiple modalities at the level of the input feature descriptor. This approach is advantageous in exploring correlation between multiple data modalities. However, it requires multiple queries to be converted to the same format prior to fusion. This is not applicable to a wide range of self-localization applications. Late fusion aims to fuse multiple queries at the output decision level (e.g., the level of relevance score or rank list). This approach is further divided into score fusion [78] and rank fusion [77] . Score fusions rely on the so-called raw-score-merging hypothesis and fuses relevance scores from multiple queries. However, as a key limitation, it requires each modality's retrieval to output a relevance score, significantly limiting its application. However, rank fusion aims to fuse rank values from multiple queries. As a key advantage, this approach requires only ranked lists (commonly output by self-localization), and importantly it can outperform the score fusion approach in previous applications [79] .
Based on these considerations, we chose the rank fusion approach as our basis. In our previous study, the rank fusion approach was explored in a different context of image-level self-localization [20] . The current study is based on this previous method, but with key differences: (1) The previous study aimed at image-level ranking, whereas the current study aims to obtain subimage-level pixel-wise rank values.
(2) The previous method took as input non-overlapping query subimages (from color-based segmentation), whereas the current study takes relatively large numbers of overlapping query subimages (from unsupervised/supervised object proposals). To address this issue, we must deal with a novel task of pixel-wise rank fusion. Considering the new setting where each pixel may belong to multiple subimages (referred to as qBBs) as in Fig. 2 , we fuse them all to obtain the rank list for each pixel. Because the number of such qBB is different among different pixels, it is not straightforward to compare the fused rank list between them. Our previous ranking method in [20] assumed that the number of rank lists was predefined and fixed. Thus, it was not directly applicable to the current problem. We now address this issue by introducing a new parameter, N(i), the number of times a document appear in the rank lists, as suggested in [80] . The modified rule for rank fusion takes the form:
is the number of the i-th document appearing in the rank lists, and R k (i) is a rank value (of the ground-truth reference image) assigned by the k-th query's retrieval. If N(i) is a constant, the function R(i) reduces to the previous fusion rule in [20] . Our algorithm takes as input a collection of query bounding boxes (qBBs), and performs the following steps: (1) Each of qBBs is checked, and if they overlap, the intersection areas are computed and registered as a new qBB; This process is repeated until no new qBBs are found. (2) For each i-th qBB, the number of overlaps, N(i), is computed and related ranked lists are assigned, and then, the assigned ranked lists are fused by the function R(i).
V. EXPERIMENTS
To test the performance of the proposed method, we performed extensive experiments on change detection, using the publicly available NCLT (North Campus Long-Term) dataset [81] . For each test data, we compared our pixel-wise rank fusion method with score fusion methods, which rely on the availability of relevance scores. Note that this score fusion method can be viewed as an adaptation of previous nonranking-based (anomaly-based) change detection methods [47] to our problem domain. We used it to evaluate the level of achievement of the proposed method.
The NCLT dataset is a large-scale, long-term autonomy dataset for robotics research collected at the University of Michigan's North Campus by a Segway vehicle robotic platform. The data we used in the research includes view image sequences along vehicle's trajectories acquired by the front facing camera of the Ladybug3 with GPS. From the viewpoint of change detection benchmark, the NCLT dataset has desirable properties. First, it involves both indoor and outdoor change events during seamless indoor and outdoor navigations of the Segway robot. Second, it contains not only typical changed objects such as cars and pedestrians, but also various kinds of changes such as building construction, construction machines, posters, tables and whiteboards with wheels. Third, it has been recently widely used in robotics communities as experimental benchmarks for various tasks, such as self-localization [3] . In the current study, we use four datasets "2012/1/22", "2012/3/31", "2012/8/4", and "2012/11/17" (referred to as WI, SP, SU, AU) collected across different four seasons. Fig. 3 shows the experimental environment and examples of changed objects in the dataset.
We formulated change detection as a binary classification problem. Each test sample consists of the pairing of two images from two different seasons, referred to as query and reference (or background) images. To create a test set, each image is viewed as a query image candidate and is paired with a reference image with a nearest neighbor viewpoint, forcing it to belong to a different season whose viewing angle must be nearer than 45 degree from that of the query image. The test set consists of positive and negative sets. A positive set consists of positive image pair samples, whose query image contains changes with respect to the counterpart reference image. A negative set consists of those image pairs with no change. For the positive set, these changed objects are manually annotated in the form of bounding boxes. The total number of positive and negative samples are 1,054 and 4,188. Image size is 1,232×1,616. Note that successive frames in the NCLT dataset often contain identical and visually similar changed objects in successive frames. To make our test set contain various changed objects, we sampled at most one query image from such successive frames that contain such a visually very similar changed object. Thus, we obtained 1,054 positive image pairs from the 4×3 season pairs. Fig. 3 shows the robot's viewpoint trajectories and representative changed objects in the test set. We make the test set and annotation used in the experiments publicly available 1 .
For the test system, the visual appearance of each subimage is described by the AE as a feature vector. Feature vectors are indexed and retrieved by a nearest neighbor engine. Prior to the indexing, every feature vector is L2 normalized. For the nearest neighbor, the L2 distance is used as dissimilarity metric. Two independent engines are then employed for the two different object proposal methods (i.e., supervised and unsupervised methods). Most time consuming part of the test system are YOLO-based object 1 http://rc.his.u-fukui.ac.jp/ "Detection-by-Localization" proposal and AE-based part feature extraction, which were 11.1 msec per image and 0.9 msec per subimage (Geforce GTX Titan). The number of subimages per image was 15.9 ± 3.0 (mean±std), and thus total time cost was 11.1 + 0.9 × 15.9 = 25.41 msec.
Note that the length of the rank list can differ among query subimages. Therefore, raw rank values are not comparable among different queries. To address this issue, we normalize the raw rank values by the rank list length to the [0,1]interval. In our preliminary experiments, we also tested two variants of the proposed system: (1) One where the rank was not normalized, and (2) Another where reference subimages were sorted not in descending order but in ascending order of the LoC prior to the rank fusion. We found that both variants did not work well and yielded significant performance drops (e.g., AP < 0.6). Moreover, we tested another variant where SIFT's Harris-Laplace region and descriptor were used in place of qBBs and the AE descriptor, finding such a variant also does not work well. The reason might be that such a small region could not provide contextual and semantic information that are rich enough for change detection.
Difficulty indices play an important role in object detection literature standardizing benchmark datasets [82] . In the current study, we introduce two types of difficulty indexes: RoC and SoB. RoC (rate of change) is defined as the area of changed object (i.e., overlap region between the qBB and the ground-truth change qBB) normalized by the area of qBB. If RoC value is too small for a given qBB, it is difficult to detect such a small changed object. Thus, difficulty of change detection will increase. SoB (size of bounding box) is defined as the area of qBB normalized by the area of image. If SoB value is too small for a given qBB, such a subimage looks very dissimilar from the original non-cropped full image, and the probability of obtaining inappropriate self-localization result will be higher, because typical self-localization systems implicitly or explicitly assume that image size is the same or similar between the input query image and the corresponding reference image.
Following our previous research in [23] , we create various test sets with different levels of difficulty by using RoC with SoB as a difficulty index. More formally, we sampled a test query image set so that query images in the positive and negative sets respectively have restricted then the qBB is assigned the ground-truth change label of "change". If, the RoC value falls below the threshold of RoC − max then the qBB is assigned the label of "no-change". Other qBBs assigned neither "change" nor "no-change" are not considered as members of the test set. We created a collection of test sets with different levels of difficulty by changing these two threshold values.
We compared six different change detection schemes: "rank fusion", "rank w/o fusion", "rank fusion (≤ 2)", "rank fusion (≤ 3)", "score max", and "score sum". "Rank fusion" is the proposed algorithm. "Rank w/o fusion" is a variant that differs from the proposed algorithm because it does not fuse qBBs to create new qBBs. Therefore, it does not perform pixel-wise rank fusion. "Rank fusion (≤ k), k= 2, 3" are motivated by the question "how many pixel-wise rank fusions are required to obtain optimal performance?". Unlike the proposed algorithm, they perform pixel-wise rank fusion at most k-times per pixel. If there exists more than k overlapping subimages for a pixel, k subimages are randomly selected and used for that pixel. "Score max" and "score sum" are adaptations of "score max" and "score sum" strategies in MMR [72] per our application domain: the pixel-wise LoC map. These differ from the proposed algorithm, in that relevance scores are used in place of rank values (i.e., assuming the availability of relevance scores output by the self-localization system). For the relevance score, we use L2 distance of feature vectors. The "score max" fuses pixel-wise relevance score values v 1 , · · · , v k by fusion rule v = max k i=1 v i . The "score sum" fuses them by fusion rule v = ∑ k i=1 v i . The first experiment investigates change detection performance for different RoC − max values. Generally, if a changed object looks small, its change detection will be more difficult. This experiment is motivated by the question "how small an object can achieve acceptable change detection performance?". Table I (a) shows the AP performance for different RoC − max values. All the methods tested are not sensitive to RoC values. Overall, the "score max" strategy yielded the best performance, whereas it requires the availability of relevance scores output by the self-localization system and relies on the raw-score-merging hypothesis. The proposed "rank fusion" strategy yielded comparable performance, despite it not requiring relevance scores. It clearly outperformed the "rank w/o fusion" strategy and other variants.
The second experiment investigated influence of the SoB + max parameter. Generally, if the subimage size SoB is small, change detection task becomes more difficult. This experiment investigates the limit of the allowed subimage size to achieve acceptable change detection performance. Table I (b) shows the AP performance for different parameter values. All the methods were stable, achieving good performance when SoB + max values were larger than 0.2. AP had slightly a positive correlation with the parameter value. The third experiment investigated the influence of the RoC + min parameter. This experiment was motivated by the question "how small of a changed object can be detected?". Table I (c) shows the AP performance for different parameter values. As expected, AP improves as the parameter value increases.
The fourth experiment investigates influence of the SoB − min parameter. Generally, the bigger the qBB looks, the more the subimage is expected to provide richer information for change detection. This experiment investigates the correlation between AP with the SoB parameter. There is no strong correlation between AP and SoB. The performance difference between schemes becomes smaller when the parameter value is set large. In summary, the proposed method successfully detected visually small objects from small (i.e., low-resolution) subimages. Moreover, change detection performance was higher when pixel-wise rank fusion was used. The proposed rankfusion scheme is comparable to score-fusion schemes, which require the availability of relevance scores. Whereas the current study focuses on combining AE based feature vectors with pixel-wise rank fusion, in a future work, we plan to explore other self-localization schemes, such as different features (e.g., hand-crafted features [21] ) with faster variants [2] ), and heterogeneous self-localization systems (e.g., particle filters [83] ).
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
We presented a new detection-by-localization method for object-level change detection using a ranking-based selflocalization model, a novel model to evaluate the likelihoodof-change (LoC) of a given query subimage, and unsupervised rank fusion. The ranking-based model did not require training data, nor did it rely on raw-score-merging hypothesis. We consider the proposed unsupervised framework as beneficial to many visual SLAM systems, because such an unsupervised model can generalize it to a broad class of selflocalization systems. Future work will investigate ways to use computational resources of different self-localization systems for large scale change detection and map maintenance applications. We will analyze its asymptotical behavior when the number of map databases and self-localization engines increases.
